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Introduction
When studying share market price charts, we often want to
record our observations and analysis directly on the price
chart. We might want to apply what we call line studies to the
chart, or make an annotation on the chart. With different
charting tools there are different ways to do this.
In BullCharts there are three different ways to do this. This
eBook Article in Brainy's series on BullCharts, BC-03-110,
“Saving chart details and annotations”, explains the
alternatives. See the comparison table on page 2 for a quick
comparison of the two different methods. Also included
below are the steps to follow for both methods.
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Saving chart annotations?
The line studies and annotations that we might want to apply to a chart, and then save (and possibly
print) for future reference, could be any of the following (also refer to the price charts overleaf for
examples):
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Place an uptrend line under the price action, or a downtrend line above the price action.
Place a horizontal line across a portion of the chart under price action to indicate a support
level, or above price action to indicate a resistance level.
Place a straight line on an angle across a portion of the chart to indicate the extremes of price
movement up and down the chart. Two of these straight lines on either side of the price action
(one above and one below) could help to identify a chart pattern (eg. a triangle, wedge, etc.).
Place a circle around a swing high or low to indicate a turning point that might be significant
for a Double Top or Double Bottom pattern, or for a Head and Shoulders pattern.
Note the swings of a Moving Average (MA) indicator, and apply a note at key points such as
when the price crosses the MA, or the MA turns from up to down or vice versa.
Place a circle around one or more candlesticks on the chart to highlight something significant.
Add a measuring tool to the chart to measure the price change, or amount of time, between
two significant points.
Add any number of chart tools to the chart to indicate a key feature, or search for a possible
price level or time period.
Add a zig-zag line to the chart to indicate the cyclical up and down price movements that
might constitute the legs of an Elliott Wave pattern.
Place a text comment on the chart adjacent to any of the above to record our thoughts about
the current observation, or of the possible outcomes that might unfold.

Three possibilities
There are three possible ways to record your line studies and chart annotations in BullCharts:●
●
●

Use the BullCharts IntelliCharts feature to automatically record your annotations; or
Apply your annotations to the chart, and then “save” the displayed chart, as though it is a
document in a word processing application, or a spreadsheet in a spreadsheet application.
For recording only text comments with the chart, use the BullCharts Chart Memo feature.

These possibilities, and their respective advantages and disadvantages, are explained in the
comparison table below, and in the text that follows.

What is IntelliCharts?
This feature of BullCharts will automatically record annotations, line studies and other chart elements
when you place them on the price chart. See more details below and in other eBook Articles.
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